Is Social Media Use for Networking Positive or Negative? Offline Social Capital and Internet Addiction as Mediators for the Relationship between Social Media Use and Mental Health
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The augmentation and displacement hypotheses generated two mediators for the relationship between social media use and mental health. A representative online sample of 1157 New Zealanders (stratified on age, gender, and region) were measured on social media use for networking, offline social capital, internet addiction, anxiety, and depression. Results showed that social media use for networking’s relationship with anxiety and depression was mediated by both offline social capital and internet addiction. Anxiety and depression were lower when mediated by offline social capital, and higher when mediated by internet addiction. Applied to everyday social life, this suggests that when someone uses social media to build on pre-existing offline social capital, their mental health is “augmented”. However, if their online social connections are unrelated to their offline social capital, this might be associated with an internet addiction where their offline social life is “displaced” by over-reliance on brittle online connections.
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Social media has become a pervasive force in many daily lives. According to Facebook’s latest report in June 2017, the platform had 1.32 billion daily active users and 2.01 billion monthly active users (Facebook, 2017). Social media is an equally dominant force in New Zealand society, with 88% of New Zealanders online visiting a social media site in any given month (The Nielson Company, 2016). According to the Nielson Company (2016), 3.1 Million New Zealanders (81% of the population above 10 years old), own a personal mobile device, while 3.4 Million (88% of the population above 10 years old) use the internet in any given week. A key question asked in the current literature is whether social media positively or negatively impacts the mental health of its users. Currently, there are conflicting answers to this question (Huang, 2010; Huang 2012). However, some of these contradictions might be explained by looking at how people use social media in the context of their online and offline relationships, and how such internet use might be associated with harmful addiction.

Positive and Negative effects of Social Media Use

There is currently a lack of consensus in the literature as to whether social media has a positive or negative effect on the wellbeing of its users. Some early research claimed the internet to be a negative force in people’s lives, stating that it was associated with reductions in a person’s social circle and general communication with family members (Kraut et al., 1998). Kraut et al. (1998) also found that internet use was associated with increases in depression and loneliness. However Kraut et al.’s (2002) follow up study on the same sample found that the negative effects had later mostly disappeared, with depression even showing a decrease in the second time period. In a separate study, reported in the same paper, Kraut et al. (2002) found that using the internet for communication and general social involvement was associated with positive effects. In general, use of the internet predicted positive outcomes for extraverts and people with higher levels of social support and predicted negative outcomes for introverts and people with lower levels of social support. This has been described as “the rich getting richer and the poor getting poorer”.

Although over a decade has passed since Kraut et al.’s seminal studies, there is still complexity and paradox present in the literature that recent meta-analyses have highlighted. Huang (2010) found a significant relationship between internet use and decreased overall wellbeing. Although the effect size was small, the measure of wellbeing used encompassed a wide range of factors like depression, self-esteem, and loneliness. However, two years later in a subsequent meta-analysis, Huang (2012) did not replicate the relationship between internet use and psychological wellbeing, and called for extra attention to be paid to issues in measurement and the effects other variables may have. There is the additional caveat that most published findings are based on cross-sectional (correlational) studies, and very few are based on longitudinal or experimental studies. The current study is also limited to cross-sectional data, and therefore focuses on a mediational model to at least provide some guidance as to what might be a plausible account of the relationship between social media use and mental health.

Since these seminal findings were published, several studies have supported the theory that the use of social media can negatively impact on mental health (e.g., Sidani et al., 2016; Vannucci, Flannery, & Ohannessian, 2017). However, in line with the findings of Kraut et al. (2002), social media use has a positive effect when people follow fewer strangers (Lup, Trub, & Rosenthal, 2015) and receive positive feedback from...
others (Valkenburg, Peter, & Schouten, 2006). These findings can be explained by the augmentation hypothesis, while the literature that claims social media has a negative effect may be explained by the displacement hypothesis (Huang, 2010). These hypotheses should be treated as over-arching explanatory accounts of the relationship between social media use and mental health. Augmentation and displacement should not to be interpreted as measures, as they have been operationalized in the literature through different constructs and measures.

The Augmentation and Displacement Hypotheses

Considering the augmentation and displacement hypotheses in tandem provides a pathway for explaining some of the contradictions present in the literature. The augmentation hypothesis states that use of the internet builds on and adds to existing face to face relationships, and may improve the giving and receiving of social support, resulting in better mental health for the user. However, the displacement hypothesis states that use of the internet, especially in connecting with people online, displaces face to face social relationships and the quality of social support given and received. This reduces the number and quality of existing friendships and results in negative effects for the user (Huang, 2010). Although these theories appear to be in direct conflict with one another, this can be resolved by looking at possible mediator variables (Huang, 2012).

Ahn and Shin (2013) found that the relationship between offline communication and wellbeing was mediated by both connectedness and avoidance of social isolation. However, the relationship between social use of media and wellbeing was mediated by connectedness alone. This demonstrates that the use of social media for communication facilitates connectedness with others, while face to face communication can facilitate both connectedness and avoidance of social isolation. These findings help explain both the augmentation and displacement hypotheses. When someone is seeking connectedness (especially shy people, see Baker & Oswald, 2010), use of the internet can boost social capital offline (i.e., the value of face to face relationships). However, if they are trying to avoid social isolation, use of the internet may instead displace existing offline social relationships by filling up time with brittle and shallow online connections with people who are largely strangers, and failing to develop better social skills. Displacement may also occur when an individual uses the internet excessively, and develops an internet addiction that may then further take time away from face to face relationships (e.g., offline social capital) and positive social interactions. The present paper attempts to demonstrate that the augmentation and displacement hypotheses can be combined through testing the mediators ‘offline social capital’ and ‘internet addiction’, focusing specifically on the potentially problematic variable of social media use for networking.

Offline Social Capital and Internet Addiction

It is a well-established finding in the literature that an increase in offline social connections is associated with improvements in mental health (Kawachi & Berkman, 2001; Silva, McKenzie, Harpham, & Huttly, 2005). Thus, it makes sense that the use of online social media platforms would lead to improvements in mental health when it facilitates the development of the user’s social capital offline, as well as the giving and receiving of social support. For instance, Manago et al. (2012) found that the undergraduate students who maintained higher proportions of past social connections (e.g. high school friendships on Facebook) were more likely to feel more social support. Use of the internet specifically for maintaining social connections also shows improvements in mental health. In a survey conducted by Bessiere, Kiesler, Kraut and Boneva (2008), using the internet to communicate with friends and family was associated with reductions in depression after a 6 month period. The same study found that using the internet for gaining information and consuming entertainment had no effect on levels of depression. Therefore, in accord with the augmentation hypothesis, we hypothesize that social media use for networking that facilitates offline social networks should be negatively associated with symptoms of anxiety and depression.

The detrimental effect of internet addiction is an equally established finding. Almost two decades ago, Young and Rogers (1998) found a relationship between depression and pathological internet use. Since then multiple studies have highlighted the wide range of detrimental effects internet addiction may have. Kim et al. (2006) conducted a survey on Korean high school students, finding 1.6% of the students to be internet addicts and 38% to be possible internet addicts. The internet addicted group showed the highest levels of both depression and suicidal ideation. Correlational studies have also found a positive relationship between internet addiction and depression, anxiety and stress (Akin & Iskender, 2011). Excessive internet use may be the result of an individual being lonely and lacking social skills (Kim, LaRose, & Peng, 2009). This excessive use may in turn lead to the development of an internet addiction, resulting in further detrimental effects.

This study will test whether the variables internet addiction and offline social capital mediate the link between social media use for networking and anxiety and depression. This builds on previous studies and further connects and operationalizes the augmentation and displacement hypotheses. In accord with the augmentation hypothesis, we anticipate that social media use for networking will be associated with decreased levels of anxiety and depression when mediated through offline social capital; but following the displacement hypothesis, we anticipate elevated anxiety and depression when this is mediated through internet addiction.

Methods

Sample

Analyses were conducted on New Zealand data (n = 1157, 56% female) from a much larger multinational study, the ‘Worldwide Digital Influence Survey’ (Liu, Milojev, Gil de Zúñiga, & Zhang, 2018). The first wave of the study was fielded online between September 14 and 24, 2015, by Nielsen, a popular media polling company based in the United States that curates a worldwide, online panel with more than 10 million potential participants (see Gil de Zúñiga & Liu, 2017 for
details). Nielsen used stratified quota sampling techniques to create samples whose demographics closely matched those reported by official census agencies in each country for age, gender, and region. Because of the complexity of the meaning of ethnicity in a global context, data on ethnicity were not available. The average age of the New Zealand sample was 49.54 years old (SD = 17.32). 22.9% of the participants lived in a rural area, while 77.1% lived in an urban area; 88.6% of the participants reported that they use the internet 7 days a week. The average amount of time spent online per day was 5.47 hours (SD = 4.46).

Materials and Procedures

Participants were asked to respond to 7-point Likert-type scales (1 = Never, 2 = Rarely, 3 = Somewhat Rarely, 4 = Occasionally, 5 = Somewhat Frequently, 6 = Frequently and 7 = All the time) for the following measures (except where other scale labels are described):

Social media use for networking

This variable refers to the degree to which the participants use social media for the specific purpose of connecting with others. It was constructed by combining five items following the stem question: “People also use social media for a variety of things. Listed below are some activities you may, or may not have engaged in. Please tell us how often you have used social media in the past 3 (three) months for the following:” “To stay in touch with friends and family”, “To meet new people who share my interests”, “To contact people I wouldn’t meet otherwise”, “To find people to solve problems in my community”, “To connect community members to each other”. This variable was derived from a more general measure of social media social capital (Gil de Zuniga, Barnidge, & Scherman, 2017) but we removed items unrelated to connecting relationally with others to get a focused measure of internet use for social networking. This measure had a Cronbach’s alpha coefficient of .86.

Anxiety

The Generalized Anxiety Disorder scale (GAD) (Spitzer, Kroenke, Williams, & Löwe, 2006) was used to get a measure of symptoms of anxiety: it is constructed from seven items (“Feeling nervous, anxious, or on edge”, “Not being able to stop or control worrying”, “Worrying too much about different things”, “Having trouble relaxing”, “Being so restless that it’s hard to sit still”, “Becoming easily annoyed or irritable” and “Feeling afraid as if something awful might happen”). This measure had a Cronbach’s alpha coefficient of .94.

Depression

This variable relates to the level of depressive symptoms experienced by the participant. It was constructed from two items (“Having little interest or pleasure in doing things” and “Feeling down, depressed, or hopeless”) drawn from the Patient Health Questionnaire-4 (PHQ-4) (Löwe et al., 2010) with a Cronbach’s alpha coefficient of .85.

Offline social capital

This variable refers to the participant’s connection to the people in their community. It is constructed from five items (“People in my community feel like family to me”, “I think people in my community share values”, “In my community, we talk to each other about community problems”, “I think people in my community feel connected to each other” and “In my community, people help each other when there is a problem”). Participants were asked to rate how much they agreed with each statement (1 = Disagree Completely, 2 = Disagree, 3 = Disagree a Little, 4 = Neutral, 5 = Agree a Little, 6 = Agree, 7 = Agree Completely). This measure had a Cronbach’s alpha coefficient of .91.

Internet addiction

This variable refers to how much the participant believes they are addicted to the internet. It is constructed from a single item (“I am addicted to the internet”) in which participants were asked to rate how much they agreed with the statement (1 = Disagree Completely, 2 = Disagree, 3 = Disagree a Little, 4 = Neutral, 5 = Agree a Little, 6 = Agree, 7 = Agree Completely). This variable has a Cronbach’s alpha coefficient of .87. It was constructed as a control variable only. This control variable was included as a covariate when predicting the mediators (the internet addiction and offline social capital) and the outcomes (anxiety in Model 1 and depression in Model 2) of social media use for networking.

Results

Descriptive statistics and the correlation matrix for all variables are presented in Table 1.

To test the augmentation and replacement hypotheses, a series of multiple mediation analysis was performed using PROCESS, a statistical package developed by Hayes (2012). In determining the mediation effects, we followed Baron & Kenny’s (1986) three criteria; (1) there must be a significant relationship between the independent variable and the dependent variable, (2) there must be a significant relationship
between the independent variable and the mediating variable, and (3) the mediator must be a significant predictor of the outcome variable in an equation including both the mediator and the independent variable. Finally, a Sobel test was then performed to test whether each of these mediation effects was statistically significant (Sobel, 1982). Our analyses were conducted based on the mean scores of the variables.

Model 1: A multiple mediation analysis predicting anxiety symptoms

Results of the mediation analysis are depicted in Figure 1. In Step 1 of the multiple mediation model, social media use for networking was found to significantly and positively predict anxiety, \( b = .164, t(.044) = 3.726, p < .001 \), after controlling for social media use for news \( b = .053, t(.037) = 1.428, p > .05 \). Step 2 showed that the regressions of social media use for networking on both mediators, internet addiction \( b = .451, t(.058) = 7.82, p < .001 \) and offline social capital \( b = .131, t(.043) = 3.085, p < .01 \), were also significant after controlling for social media use for news \( b = .019, t(.048) = .389, p > .05 \) and \( b = .008, t(.036) = .219, p > .05 \), respectively. In Step 3, internet addiction \( b = .143, t(.022) = 6.46, p < .001 \) and offline social capital \( b = .09, t(.03) = -3.01, p < .01 \) significantly predicted anxiety, whilst the direct regression effect of social media use for networking on anxiety was reduced, \( b = .112, t(.045) = 2.501, p < .05 \) (see Figure 1). Results remained significant after controlling for social media use for news \( b = .049, t(.036) = 1.366, p > .05 \). Finally, a Sobel test was conducted and found a positive partial mediation effect of internet addiction \( b = .065, Z(.013) = 4.96, p < .001 \) and a negative partial mediation effect of offline social capital \( b = -.012, Z(.006) = -2.1, p < .05 \). In conclusion, these findings supported both hypotheses, that social media use for networking is positively associated with anxiety when mediated by internet addiction (the displacement hypothesis), and conversely, is negatively linked with anxiety when mediated through social capital offline (the augmentation hypothesis).

1 All path coefficients reported are unstandardized, so caution should be used before interpreting these in terms of effect sizes. However, in crude terms, the path coefficients represented modest to small sized effects.

Model 2: A multiple mediation analysis predicting symptoms of depression

Next, we examined the mediational roles of internet addiction and offline social capital on the link between social media use for networking and symptoms of depression. Step 1 of the multiple mediation model yielded a significant regression of social media use for networking \( b = .154, t(.045) = 3.39, p < .001 \) on depression, even after controlling for social media use for news \( b = .035, t(.038) = .908, p > .05 \). In Step 2, social media use for networking significantly predicted both internet addiction \( b = .451, t(.058) = 7.82, p < .001 \) and offline social capital \( b = .131, t(.043) = 3.08, p < .01 \), after controlling for social media use for news \( b = .019, t(.048) = .389, p > .05 \) and \( b = .008, t(.036) = .219, p > .05 \) respectively. Finally, Step 3 showed that internet addiction \( b = .166, t(.023) = 7.33, p < .001 \) and offline social capital \( b = -.116, t(.031) = -.307, p < .001 \) predicted depression, while the regression coefficient of social media for networking substantially decreased \( b = .095, t(.046) = 2.08, p < .05 \) indicating partial mediation. These results remained significant after controlling for social media use for news \( b = .049, t(.036) = 1.366, p > .05 \). Finally, a Sobel test showed a positive mediation effect of internet addiction \( b = .075, Z(.014) = 5.32, p < .001 \) and a negative mediation effect of offline social capital \( b = -.015, Z(.007) = -2.34, p < .05 \). In accord with Model 1, Model 2 supported both the displacement and augmentation hypotheses; social media use for networking was positively linked to depression when mediated by Internet addiction, and conversely, was negatively associated with depression when mediated by social capital offline (i.e., face to face relationships).

Discussion

Currently debate exists in the literature over whether social media use has a positive or negative effect on individual wellbeing. The augmentation hypothesis states that using the internet builds existing social capital offline and the giving and receiving of social support, and that this is associated with positive effects for the user. The displacement hypothesis opposes this, stating that internet use diminishes offline social connectedness (i.e. social capital), which is associated with negative effects for the user. Addressing these two competing views, this study aimed to test a mediational model where the effect of social media use on well-being is contingent on intervening processes (Huang, 2012).
The main contribution of the present study was to provide evidence that social media use for social networking was associated with higher or lower levels of anxiety and depression symptoms depending on the mediational pathway it evoked. Our first analyses showed that social media use for social networking had indirect effects on both depression and anxiety in the negative direction if mediated by internet addiction. There may be a set of tendencies where social media use for social networking is associated with excessive internet use, and more symptoms of depression and anxiety. These findings seem to be well explained by the displacement hypothesis, that is, the positive experiences that an individual user gains from social media networking possibly drive him or her to develop an excessive love for the internet that takes away from time for social interactions offline and/or reduces social support from these interactions; these are then connected to higher levels of symptoms for depression and anxiety (Ahn & Shin, 2013).

However, these are statistical relationships that must be treated with caution, as our study also demonstrated that the networking uses of social media are associated with lower depression and anxiety when their relationship is mediated through offline social capital. This is in line with the augmentation hypothesis that internet use might have positive effects on an individual’s well-being because it can enhance his or her social connectedness (Huang, 2012).

Because the data presented here are correlational, the mediational analyses reported should be treated as plausible interpretations of statistical patterns, not as evidence of causal relationships. For example, it is very easy to imagine an alternative model where it is symptoms of anxiety or depression that lead a person to feel their internet use is becoming an addiction. In terms of the raw correlation matrix reported, there was no relationship between internet addiction and offline social capital, as one might expect if the displacement hypothesis were treated as providing a causal account of patterns observed. Internet addiction is not adequate as a proxy measure for displacing face-to-face social relationships, but rather could be part of an online syndrome where the subjective experience of the internet (interpreted by participants as “addiction”) is associated with disturbances to their mental health. Hence, augmentation and displacement should be considered as over-arching explanatory frameworks for understanding the possible relationship between social media use and mental health. Hence, augmentation and displacement may occur through the use of social media for networking. Internet addiction and offline social capital may play important roles as mediators that determine whether social media use for networking produces positive or negative effects on mental health. It is possible that the effects of social media use for networking on mental health depend on the particular user’s ability to avoid the addictive side of it (O’Keeffe & Clarke-Pearson, 2011; Song, Larose, Eastin, & Lin, 2004; Young & Rogers, 1998). However, it is worth noting that consistent with Huang (2010), the direct paths between social media use for networking and slightly lower mental health remained significant even after mediation. Overall, the size of path coefficients tended to be small.

Despite the utility of these findings, it is important to note that the current study contains several limitations. First, though internet addiction yielded significant mediational effects for both depression and anxiety, it was measured with only a single item. Therefore, for future studies it is important to replicate the model with a better measure of internet addiction. Second, while our models were tested with a relatively powerful statistical analysis on a large representative sample, any causal inferences should be avoided as the analyses were conducted based on a cross-sectional data. Further studies may consider using quasi-experimental or longitudinal designs to test the causal effects of social media use on the users’ anxiety and depression.

The findings of this study do appear to have wider implications for society. Education could be provided to people about the addictive effect of networking using social media. People could be encouraged to instead be mindful of the importance of their offline connections, and use social media as a tool to improve their existing social capital. This might be an especially important message for older adults whose use of social media is increasing (despite them growing up without this technology, see Madden, 2010). This paper also highlights a need for support services (akin to alcohol and drug services) to adapt, and provide treatment for internet related addictions, especially as internet usage continues to expand (Grubbs, Stauner, Exline, Pargament, & Lindberg, 2015).
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